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Spherical implosions in Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) are inherently sensitive to perturbations
that may arise from experimental constraints and errors. Control and mitigation of low-mode
(long wavelengths) perturbations is a key milestone to improving implosion performances. We
present the first 3-D radiation-hydrodynamic simulations of directly driven ICF implosions with an
inline package for polarized Crossed-Beam Energy Transfer (CBET). Simulations match bang times,
yields (separately accounting for laser-induced high modes and fuel age), hot spot flow velocities
and direction, for which polarized CBET contributes to the systematic flow orientation evident
in the OMEGA implosion database. Current levels of beam mispointing, imbalance, target offset
and asymmetry from polarized CBET degrade yields by more than 40%. The effectiveness of two
mitigation strategies for low-modes is explored.

Spherical implosion experiments in Inertial Confine-
ment Fusion (ICF) are notoriously prone to perturba-
tions during the compression phase, which significantly
degrade performances and can prevent target ignition.
These may arise from target defects, small-scale struc-
ture in the intensity profile of the laser, and other exper-
imental constraints and errors. Control and mitigation
of low-mode (long wavelengths) perturbations is a key
milestone to improving implosion performances, be it in
Indirect-Drive (ID) [1–5] or Direct-Drive (DD) configu-
rations [6–8]. In experiments, many different sources of
low-modes may contribute to the final hotspot shape. It
is therefore key to understand the relative contributions
and sensitivity of each low-mode source in order to guide
future progress.

Simulation tools are valuable in exploring such depen-
dancies. In order to explore the parameter space with any
credibility, these tools must at least reproduce current ex-
periments without relying on over-tuning of the physics
models. Recently, full 3D simulations for ID-ICF have
shown promise in approaching experimental data related
to the fusing hot-spot characteristics and have success-
fully guided subsequent designs [9]. However, these tools
are not adapted to some of the specific physics of DD ICF;
self-amplified Cross-Beam Energy Transfer (CBET) be-
tween many beams, presence of laser caustics [43], statis-
tical noise in computing reflected fields, etc... Recently,
a 3D laser model specifically formulated for such physics,
IFRIIT [11], was implemented inline [12] in the ASTER
radiation hydrodynamics code [13, 14].

In this Letter, we present the first 3-D hydrodynamic
simulations with sufficient physics models included to re-
produce and quantify the anomalies observed in direct-
drive implosions on OMEGA [15] without relying on ad-

hoc parameters. This is a significant step forward in un-
derstanding the key physics processes required for cred-
ible and robust DD-ICF simulations. These simulations
notably rely on a new physics formulation for CBET
in ASTER/IFRIIT that include the physics of polariza-
tion transport and CBET-induced polarization rotation
and bi-refringence. When including all the known ef-
fects (polarized CBET, mispointing, target offsets, beam
power balance), the simulations reproduce the observ-
ables (bang times, yields, hot-spot velocity magnitude
and direction). These integrated simulations are used
to assess the effect of polarization throught CBET and
to explore the sensitivity of current direct-drive experi-
ments to the various low-mode sources. In addition, the
modeling is applied to current and prospective low-mode
mitigation techniques, namely; low-mode compensation
by target offset and re-design of the OMEGA polariza-
tion smoothing system, with the goal of assessing their
respective limits and effectiveness.

In the past two years, a systematic low-mode asymme-
try was noticed in ICF implosion experiments performed
on OMEGA (a detailed study will be published based on
Refs. 7 and 16). This low-mode anomaly was observed
in neutron time of flight diagnostics [7, 17, 18] which
measured the neutron averaged velocity of the hot fus-
ing plasma in these experiments. In an ideal implosion,
this flow velocity is zero as the compression is symmet-
ric, while here, systematic anomalies of the order of 80
km/s were observed. The associated flow direction ap-
pears to be systematically clustered in the southern hemi-
sphere region [Fig. 1]. These anomalies were observed
for experiments in the current best laser-performances
for OMEGA: target offset less than 5 µm from the target
chamber center, and beam pointing and imbalance with
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FIG. 1: Systematic flow direction shown in a sinusoidal
projection of the OMEGA chamber (left) and associated

velocity magnitude (right) in best-setup implosions [7, 16].
The squares in the left plot indicate the preferential

direction induced by the pointing error.

spherical harmonics amplitudes of modes l = 1 and l = 2
less than 2%. The anomaly remains clustered in the same
angular region despite drastically different stalk positions
between the warm and cryogenic experiments. This weak
stalk-induced flow direction anomaly is also supported by
experimental investigations presented in Ref. 19.

In OMEGA implosion experiments, 60 beams are nor-
mally incident onto a spherical shell target. The beams
are smoothed by phase plates that shape the inten-
sity profile on target, Smoothing by Spectral Dispersion
(SSD) that moves the speckle pattern in time to reduce
high-frequency imprint from the laser and mitigate Laser
Plasma Instabilities (LPIs), and Distributed Polarization
Rotators (DPR), which separate each beam into two sub-
beams with orthogonal polarizations to further reduce
laser imprint and LPIs. The 60 beam ports cover the
sphere in a regular pattern, such that the compression
should be symmetric in the ideal case. However, the
DPRs introduce a non-symmetric 90 µm offset between
the orthogonal polarizations within each beam. Recently,
it was shown [20] that this polarization configuration,
coupled with Cross-Beam Energy-Transfer (CBET), pro-
duces a systematic low-mode anomaly with significant
amplitude. While the authors suggest that this could
explain the aforementioned flow anomaly, this study was
performed on the basis of post-processing, and did not ac-
count for the combined effects of other low-mode sources;
such as target offset, beam imbalance, beam pointing er-
ror, as well as the dynamic coupling of polarized CBET
with the target hydrodynamics. To account for this ef-
fect, our simulations model each sub-beam created by the
DPR system independently, i.e. 120 sub-beams. Each
sub-beam was then decomposed onto an orthogonal ba-
sis to account for polarization effects. Finally, each field
was decomposed into an incident and reflected field (so-
called laser sheets) in order to account for beam self-
amplification through CBET. In total, 480 complex fields
in 3D were tracked for a full polarized CBET calculation,
which represented a significant challenge computation-
ally.

The inline polarization model proposed here was de-
veloped within the field formulation of Geometrical Op-

tics (GO) implemented in IFRIIT [11]. The ray electric
field was written a = A exp k0ψ, with k0 the vacuum
wavenumber, A the component of field amplitude due to
refraction and ψ a phase which accounts for absorption
and energy exchange. The caustic fields were described
using an Etalon Integral method (see Ref. 22 Sec. 3.5),
assuming caustics of the form relevant to DD-ICF[44].
The reconstructed field combines the expected Airy func-
tion of a locally linear density profile with a derivative
of an Airy function that accounts for deviations from
linearity in the profile and for caustic curvature. Most
importantly, this reconstruction relies on rays only and
does not introduce free parameters, contrary to what is
commonly used in direct-drive CBET models to either
limit caustic fields or tune the CBET interaction [24–27].
The ray field was then described onto the Frenet refer-
ence frame [28], an orthogonal basis associated with the
ray and defined at every point by a tangent l = k/|k|, a
normal ν parallel to the logarithmic gradient of the per-
mittivity transverse to the ray, and a bi-normal b = l×ν.
The Frenet frame rotates with the ray, which allows to ac-
count for polarization transport through refraction. The
exchange of amplitude between the ray field components
in the Frenet frame, denoted (An)T = (an,νn , an,bn) for
field n, can be written ∂lnAn = DnAn with Dn a ma-

trix factoring the plasma response and the sheets con-
tributions to amplification and polarization rotation (see
the Appendix). In the final model, the ray amplitude
A is computed according to ray theory from a single in-
verse ray-tracing step [29], while the ray phase is obtained
by integrating the permittivity along the ray trajectory,
ψ =

∫
ε′′(r(τ̂))dτ̂ /2, where the permittivity components

in the Frenet frame are:(
εn,νn
εn,bn

)
= [ε′n + ı(ε′′0,nfL +Dn)].

(
1
1

)
, (1)

with fL a Langdon effect coefficient [12, 30] and ε′′0,n ac-
counts for collisional absorption. Pump depletion is ob-
tained by iterating the ray phase computation until con-
vergence.

Aside from the polarization physics and handling of
caustics, the CBET model also differs from the usual
implementations for ID-ICF [31] by the addition of flow-
induced frequency shift [32], and accounting for CBET
between laser fields within the same beam and separated
by turning points (i.e. self-amplification). We also ac-
count for Langdon effect on ion accoustic waves [33], a
physics effect not included in other DD-ICF models but
that is not a large factor here [12]. The polarized CBET
model itself was validated against academic test cases
and against the BeamletCrosser post-processor [20, 34]
and is now used in inline 3D ASTER/IFRIIT [12, 14]
simulations.

The 3D modeling was applied to two OMEGA implo-
sion experiments reported in Tab. I (see also the Ap-
pendix). Shot 94343 is a cryogenic implosion typical of
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Shot number Date
Elas

(kJ)
Dt

(µm)
Offset
(µm)

Pointing
l = 1 (% RMS) picket

Balance l = 1 (% RMS)
early drive late drive

Neutron yield
Yn (1014)

Vflow

(km/s)
94343 09/07/2019 27.7 982.0 3.5 1.26 2.58 0.48 1.45 1.22 ± 0.052 109.8 ± 14.5
94712 09/08/2019 28.4 961.4 7.0? 5.94 4.52 0.35 1.34 1.31 ± 0.054 146.3 ± 12.0

TABLE I: Summary of shot characteristics and low-mode system amplitude for the simulated experiments. The knowledge
of the offset for 94712 (marked by a star) is uncertain due to a diagnostics issue - hence the offset is not modeled for 94712.

Neutron yields are corrected for fuel aging (tritium decay, 3He contamination and radiological capsule damage), with a factor
of 0.59 for 94712 and 0.61 for 94343 [8].

FIG. 2: Comparison of the simulated (colored symbols) and measured (gray shaded areas) bang time (a), neutron yield (b),
flow velocity magnitude and angular distance from measurement (c, d). The error bars on the simulated neutron yield

estimate the effect from higher modes (l = 64 to 128) as a ∼ 30% yield drop, obtained from higher resolution simulations with
the same model [21]. Experimental yields are corrected for tritium aging [8]. The purple-shaded area in (c,d) is the estimated

simulation uncertainty related to the knowledge of the pointing data, only highlighted for polarized CBET simulations in
χB,P. No simulations χB,P,O are conducted for 94712 due to low confidence in the offset measurement.

the best OMEGA laser performances, with low offset,
pointing and balance error. We also consider shot 94712,
a cryogenic implosion which had poor beam pointing due
to issues with the initial laser alignment [7]. These two
shots have slightly different target diameters, as part of
a mitigation strategy for CBET [35]. For both shots, we
conduct an extensive set of simulations while varying the
CBET model and/or the number of low-mode sources
that are included. The CBET model was toggled from
off, to the commonly-used unpolarized model [36] where
the polarization effect for polarization-smoothed beams
(e.g. DPR) is modeled with fixed polarization and with-
out any rotation or ellipticity effects (see the Appendix),
to the fully polarized model presented here. The permu-
tations of additional low-modes are: none (noted χ0);
measured individual beam power balance only (noted
χB); beam power balance and measured individual beam
pointing only (noted χB,P); and beam power balance,
pointing, and measured target offset (noted χB,P,O). In
all simulations, the Spitzer-Harm [37] heat conduction
model was used at all time except in the first picket where
the flux was limited with flim = 0.1 [13].

Several conclusions can be drawn from the simulations
results for neutron data. (i) The CBET model alone
gets nuclear bang time correctly, implying that the zero-
order drive energetics is correct and well described by the
model [Fig. 2 (a)]. This also suggests that other effects
not accounted here such as Two Plasmon Decay do not
significantly modify the total drive [38]. (ii) Unpolarized
and polarized CBET simulations with power balance and

pointing variations get the neutron yield correctly be-
cause both drive energetics and symmetry are important
for the yield [Fig. 2 (b)]. (iii) Both CBET models with
power balance and pointing variations match the flow
velocity correctly for shot 94712 [Fig. 2 (c)], because
the large pointing error dominates the low-mode sources.
(iv) Polarized CBET with power balance and pointing
is needed to get the flow velocity correctly for the more
accurately pointed shot 94343 [Fig. 2 (d)] (the low offset
of 3.5 µm is seen to play a minor role). This indicates
that the polarization effect begins to be more important
as other low mode sources become smaller.

While there is a remaining discrepancy on the flow di-
rection, here it must be emphasized that the laser point-
ing itself is challenging to characterize, which was re-
cently demonstrated with two pointing shots 98754 and
98757 carried out in the morning and evening of the
same day. These showed the l = 1 pointing direction
changed by 80 to 115 degrees over the course of the day.
The source of this change may be related to 2 diagnostic
transactions in the Ten-Inch Manipulators (TIM’s[45]).
In addition, different analysis of the same pointing data
can yield results that vary by 20-60 ◦ when the l = 1
RMS value is small (of the order of 1-2%). For these
reasons, the accurate knowledge of the pointing modes
is limited. Calculations of the same shots using various
pointing data suggest that the resulting flow direction
can change in the 10-40 ◦ range and the velocity mag-
nitude by ∼ 20 km/s [21]. For this reason, 20 ◦ and 20
km/s uncertainties were added for the flow direction and
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FIG. 3: (a) Scaling of the YOI (yield over case χ0 in absence of CBET) and YOC (yield over case χ0 in presence of CBET)
for simulations with and without unpolarized CBET, as a function of low-mode asymmetry sources. (b) Amplitude of

spherical harmonics modes of the target ρR at bang time for case χB,P and as a function of target offset along the initial flow
direction. (c) Flow anomaly (blue) and YOC (red) as a function of offset magnitude for the same case as (b).

FIG. 4: (top) Target hot-spot electron temperature (colored background - keV), 10% and 50% volume fraction of DT gas
(orange and red volume contours, respectively), 25 g/cc density isovalue (light blue volume contour), and 1, 2, 5, 10 and 50

g/cc isocontours (black to white contour lines). (bottom) Amplitude of spherical harmonics modes of the shell ρR for various
low-mode sources, without CBET (a) and with unpolarized CBET (b). All figures are taken at bang time and for shot 94343.

magnitude on the simulation results given in Fig. 2 (c,d).

The level of agreement between the simulation and the
data provides confidence in the modeling tools, which
in turn allows the exploration of the sensitivity of the
implosions to various low-modes. Here, it is useful to
define normalized yields. We introduce the Yield Over

Ideal (YOI) as the yield over that of the 3-D ideal case
without CBET, and the Yield Over Clean (YOC) as the
yield over that of the 3-D ideal case with unpolarized
CBET. Examining the various cases, the simulations sug-
gest that OMEGA implosions lose ∼ 40% in YOC due
to effects of balance, pointing and offset alone [Fig. 3
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(a)]. In addition, the effect of unpolarized CBET alone
reduces the YOI by ∼65% through loss of coupling. In
that framework, the polarization effect of CBET only
causes a drop of an additional 6% YOC. Here, the various
combinations of perturbations, including the polarization
physics, can trade-off, leaving rather similar performance
albeit for slightly different combinations of input. This
generally consistent performance is a hallmark of rigor-
ous examination of the cyrogenic implosion database [40].
However, with ideal pointing and balance, the polarized
CBET alone reduces the YOC by 18% and induces ∼90
km/s flow anomaly compared to an unpolarized CBET
case, which shows that this anomaly should ultimately
be mitigated.

Volume maps of the compressed target shape near peak
neutron production for the more accurately pointed shot
94343 are given in Fig. 4 (a-d). The ideal compression
cases feature a symmetric shell and hot-spot shape [Fig.
4 (a-b)], while adding the system-induced low-modes lead
to an assymetric and distorted compression [Fig. 4 (c-
d)]. Examining the modal decomposition of areal den-
sity near stagnation in absence of CBET [Fig. 4 (e)],
the effect of energy balance for 94343 is in the range of
5-10% RMS for low-modes—which almost punctures the
target—while adding the effect of pointing increases the
low-mode perturbation to 10-15% and clearly leads to
target perforation [Fig. 4 (d)]. Adding the effect of unpo-
larized CBET [Fig. 4 (f)], these low-mode perturbations
decrease back to the 5 − 10% range [41] even when ac-
counting for pointing and energy balance. However, the
mode l = 10, characteristic of CBET on OMEGA [34],
increases by a factor of 2 to 3 up to 30% RMS, which
leads to a symmetric target perforation pattern [Fig. 4
(b)]. This amplification was also seen when consider-
ing pointing and balance in addition to CBET, although
the absolute value reached was here of the order of 15%.
This is a 3-D consequence of CBET in the 60 beam ge-
ometry and may contribute to the unexplained scaling
of beam-target size in detailed statistical examination of
the OMEGA cryogenic database [8].

We now explore the effectiveness of two different strate-
gies to mitigate low-mode asymmetries in laser direct
drive implosions. The first strategy utilizes a prescribed
target offset to intentionally compensate for the inherent
laser mode-one asymmetry [42] in the direction opposite
to the flow. This method is routinely used in OMEGA
experiment to improve yield between shots, and we ex-
plore here the extent to which this approach can be use-
ful. The second strategy involves updating the DPRs
used on OMEGA to mitigate the polarization asymme-
try. This strategy was proposed in Ref. [20] on the basis
of post-processing simulations. To compare these two
strategies, simulations were performed for shot 94343 in
χB,P with polarized CBET.

Simulations for the offset strategy were performed with
compensations ranging from 13 to 27 µm, as suggested

by the literature [7]. Fig. 3c shows the YOC increases
from 58.5% in the no-offset case to ∼ 75% in the 17 µm
case. The trend indicates a saturation effect with a flat-
tening of the YOC curve around the maximum, due to
higher modes not being mitigated by a simple offset—
notably, polarized CBET induces l-modes up to l = 4
[34]. Simulations performed with the revised DPR sys-
tem used a 10 µm spot offset and half the SSD band-
width of the original system. In that configuration, the
two sub-beams from the DPR nearly overlap and were
nearly round. Simulations of polarized CBET for χB,P

give results close to an unpolarized case both in terms of
flow direction and magnitude, to within 5◦ for the flow
direction and 7 km/s for the flow velocity. Here, the yield
does not increase, because only the CBET anomaly was
corrected and the imbalance and pointing errors are still
present and of the same order of magnitude in impor-
tance. However, the recovery of the unpolarized results
suggests that this strategy would be more effective in the
long term, since implosions would not be limited in yield
by the higher modes from polarized CBET.

In conclusion, we have developed a new, inline-
capable 3D model for treating the energy exchange be-
tween polarized beams. Applied to simulations of cryo-
genic OMEGA implosions, the model reproduces the
bang time, neutron yield, flow velocity and direction
of two cryogenic shots without setting ad-hoc parame-
ters, within the uncertainties of laser pointing and ac-
counting for fuel aging (tritium decay, 3He contamina-
tion and radiological capsule damage) and laser-induced
high modes. Notably, the polarized CBET model repro-
duces the systematic flow direction observed across many
shots conducted in the last years. Investigation of vari-
ous cases highlight how low-modes degrade the YOC by
∼ 40%. CBET itself reduces the YOI by ∼ 80% and
tend to puncture targets through mode l = 10. Low-
mode mitigation using target offset was shown to sat-
urate rapidly due to the variety of low-modes induced
by the compounded effect of beam power balance, point-
ing and polarized CBET. Conversely, a re-designed DPR
system with lower spot offset was investigated and shows
that it can recovered the unpolarized CBET results, thus
removing the systematic flow anomaly.
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APPENDIX ON THE POLARIZED CBET
MATRIX COEFFICIENTS

The coupling of the ray sheet components is written
in the Frenet frame, which is transported along the ray
and rotates with refraction. Here, we assume that the
additional frame rotation from ray torsion [28], an ef-
fect related to the second order derivative of the per-
mittivity profile, can be neglected. This approximation
is reasonable for DD-ICF, since the ray torsion is zero
by definition in spherically layered profiles. The Frenet
frame field components are coupled with each other and
with the plasma through a formulation that reduces to
∂lnAn = DnAn, where Dn reads:

Dn =
ı

8kn

N∑
m∈beams,sheets

m6=n

K?
nmk

2
b,nm

(
a2m,νn a?m,bnam,νn

am,bna
?
m,νn a2m,bn

)
,

(2)

where the subscripts n and m refer to quantities of ray
fields n and m, respectively, am,νn and am,bn are the
components of field m projected onto the Frenet frame of
field n (νn and bn, respectively), K?

nm = Kmn = χe(1 +
χi)/(1 + χe + χi) is the plasma response function, with
χe and χi the electron and ion dielectric susceptibilities,
respectively, which argument depends notably on the ki
and ωi, the beat-wave wavenumber is kb,nm = |kn−km|,
and the summation for Dn is carried over all laser sheets
except n.

Here, the plasma response function K is complex-
valued, with the imaginary part responsible for deple-
tion or gain and the real part responsible for inducing
ellipticity in the system. In addition, the matrix in Eq.
2 accounts for both ellipticity and rotating the probe
beam polarization towards that of the pump. Finally,
since the model is written in the ray Frenet frame, it
also accounts for polarization rotation due to refraction.
By contrast, the unpolarized CBET model described in
Ref. 36 and usually employed in inline CBET modeling
only describes the field component am,νn , assuming it is
real-valued and accounting for an average effect of po-
larization. This unpolarized model was derived assum-
ing a polarization smoothing system where each beam
contains half of its power in two orthogonal polariza-
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FIG. 5: Nominal pulse shapes used for shots 94712 (blue)
and 94343 (red). The solid line indicates the power profile

and the dashed lines the corresponding average laser
intensity computed on a hard-sphere at the initial target

surface.

tion components which are static. This approach yields
a2m,νn = (1 + cos2 Θmn)a2m/4 with Θmn the angle be-
tween the k-vectors of fields m and n. This approach
neglects polarization rotation through refraction, polar-
ization rotation due to pump-probe interaction, and el-
lipticity induced in the beams through the interaction
with the CBET-induced plasma perturbations.

The multi-sheet coupling and pump depletion is ob-
tained by iterating the integration of the ray phase along
trajectories, thus updating the coupling coefficient in Dn.

In the real-valued GO framework [28, 29], the Etalon In-
tegral does not depend on the imaginary part of the ray
phase. As such, caustic fields are simply updated each
time the ray phase is re-computed when iterating the
CBET coefficients for pump depletion. At iteration con-
vergence, and for the highest intensities at play here, the
energy conservation is typically ∼ 0.2 % of the incident
energy and ∼ 1 % of the exchanged energy (see Ref. 12).

APPENDIX ON THE SETUP OF SHOTS 94343
AND 94712

In this letter, we consider two cryogenic shots num-
bered 94343 and 94712. Both implosions were carried out
in a standard setup for OMEGA, with 60 beams equipped
with SG5 phaseplates, DPR system and SSD. Using the
full smoothing capabilities, the SG5 phaseplates produce
laser spots of super-Gaussian shape of order 5.2 with a
1/e radius of 358 µm. A detailed description of the DPR
spot configuration is given in Ref. 34. For the SG5 phase-
plates, the radius incircling 95% of the beam energy is of
430 µm. Given the initial target diameters reported in
Tab. I, the corresponding beam radius over target radius
are of 87.6% and 89.5% for 94343 and 94712, respectively.

The pulse shapes employed for both shots are given in
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Fig. 5. They are constituted of an initial picket used to
set the target adiabat, followed by a main drive pulse sep-
arated by a small dip. These typical pulses were obtained
through a 1D machine learning optimization campaign
[40].
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